DISCONTINUED DESIGNS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE THROUGH FEBRUARY 29, 2016

going... going... GONE!

DESIGNS HAVE OUR CLASSIC GLOSSY FINISH UNLESS NOTED WITH THESE SYMBOLS:

○ = CLEAR  ● = MATTE  ≠ = TINT  ●● = METALLIC  ○○ = SATIN  ○○○ = SPARKLE  ○○○○ = LUSTER
going... going... GONE!

**discontinued lacquers & lacquer sets**

Discontinued lacquers & lacquer sets will be available through February 29, 2016 or while supplies last.

**discontinued nail & hand care products**

Discontinued nail & hand care products will be available through February 29, 2016 or while supplies last.

Designs have our classic glossy finish unless noted with these symbols:

- \( \text{CLEAR} \)
- \( \text{MATTE} \)
- \( \text{TINT} \)
- \( \text{METALLIC} \)
- \( \text{SATIN} \)
- \( \text{SPARKLE} \)
- \( \text{LUSTER} \)